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Who Is Caesar?
In Act I we learn many things about Caesar, and most of what we learn comes from what other
characters say about him. Use the chart below to study how Caesar is portrayed by other characters
as you read Act I. In each character's oval below, record the scene and line numbers of a passage
spoken by that character about Caesar. Below each oval, summarize (briefly give the main idea of)
that character's opinion of Caesar. Then answer the questions that follow.

1. Choose one of the passages you quoted above. What kind of imagery does the character use to
portray Caesar? What effect do these images have on you?

2. Whose portrayal of Caesar do you find most believable? Why?
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Words Often Confused

MEG: If I say I'm coming to your party, is that an deception?

Li: No, silly, it's an exception.

MEG: You mean I'll be the only one to come?

Of course acception is not a word, but the conversation points up a common confusion: how do
accept and except differ? Listed below are these two and other commonly confused words, as well
as sample sentences based on characters in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar.

accept, except—Accept is a verb that means "to receive." Except as a verb means "to leave out." As
a preposition, except means "excluding" or "other than."

Caesar doesn't accept the crown.
Antony is excepted from wearing a formal gown.
Cassius seems to admire no man except Brutus.

advice, advise—Advice is a noun that means "a suggestion about what to do." Advise is a verb that
means "to offer a suggestion, to recommend."

Cassius's advice to Casca is welcomed.
"I advise you to look after your affairs," was his warning.

affect, effect—Affect is a verb that means "to influence." Effect as a verb means "to accomplish." As
a noun, effect means "the result of an action."

Cassius hopes to affect Brutus's attitude toward Caesar.
Antony's speech effected exactly what he desired.
The effect of Antony's speech was immediate.

allusion, illusion—An allusion is an indirect reference to something. An illusion is a misiaken
idea or a misleading appearance.

Cassius made an allusion to Caesar's secret illness.
Is Caesar's reluctance to accept the crown an illusion, or is it real?

£
complement, compliment—As a noun, complement means "something that makes whole or £
completes"; as a verb, complement means "to make whole or complete." As a noun, compliment
means "praise." As a verb, compliment means "to express praise."

The crown would have been a complement to Caesar's ambition. I
Caesar's refusal of the crown complemented his humble nature.
Antony delivered his sly words about Brutus as if they were a compliment.
Antony said, "I would like to compliment Brutus on his honorable actions."

I
council, counsel—The noun council is "a group called together to accomplish a task." As a verb, :§>
counsel means "to advise." As a noun, it means "advice."

The council counseled Caesar to conquer Phillipi. Caesar considered this counsel wise. f

imply, infer—Imply means "to suggest indirectly." Infer means "to interpret" or "to draw a |
conclusion." We often infer from what is implied.

Cassius didn't mean to imply that he hated Caesar.
Some readers infer that Cassius is jealous of Caesar.
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4pjr ,̂ciglf -^A^ >an adjective, principal naean$ "main, or most-important." As a noun,
e^rft*^fe%£ga eif a scn&bll* Principle i$>a^n©lfovlh:flt migans <a rule of conduct," "a

belief," or "a general truth."

Our principal has arranged for a theater group to perform Julius Caesar in the
auditorittrh.
The principle on which Cassius bases his actions is that no man- should be a slave.
This belief could be seen as his principal motivation.

USing the Cori-ect
In each of the following sentences, which are based on details in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar,
circle the word in parentheses that best completes the sentence.

1. Cinna argues that Brutus would (complefnen:trco'niplim:enf) theirnewly formed-faction,

2. Brutus would (accept, excepf) Caesar as a ruler, (accept, except) he fears that Caesar will

become a tyrant.

3. When Cassius speaks of the falling-sickness, it is an (allusion, illusion) to what the

conspirators' future may be.

4. From what Cassius says, we can (imply, infer) that Casca is pretending to be slow-witted.

;5. The storm (affects, effects') Casca and Cassius in different ways.

6. Caesar Won't (accept, except) the soothsayer's (council, counsel).

7. Antony is Caesar's (principal, principle) admirer, and he is a youthful (complement,

compliment) to Caesar's age and experience.

8. Marullus (atilvic&s, ajlytses) the cobbler and carpenter to stop celebrating.

9. Perhaps the soothsayer should (advice, advise') Cassius to stay out of the storm.

10. What (council, counsel) would you offer Caesar at die end of Act I?

Revising a Paragraph
The following-paragraph contains errors in the use of some "words. As you identify each error, cross
out the incorrect word and write the correct word above k. As an exaniple, the first error has been
corrected for 76U. Find six more. The paragrapli is based on details in "fhjs Tragedy of JuliyS Caesar.

illusion^
Are Caesar's ambition and power allusions? In Act I Cassius argues that Caesar is efifected by his

power and will inevitably become a tyrant. It is a complement to Shakespeare's skill as a writer *0 saY

that Cassius's principal motivation at the beginning of the play is not entirety obvious. Can we imply

from Cassius's words that he is jealous of Caesar's growing power? Or should we accept Cassius's

Words at face value? Sincethestorm at the: end of ffie act is an ilmisiGn tff the storm tfet will seoo

erupt in the Roman state, we know that whatever Cassius's motives, the effects of his actions will not

be peaceful. Cassius is skilled at complimenting others in order to persuade them to join his counsel.

Soon, despite the advice of the soothsayer, Caesar will walk into the storm created by Cassius.

Whatever we may infer from Cassius's motives, we must consider that he is concerned with the prin-

cipal of freedom, whether it be for himself or others.
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Who Is Brutus?. . . . . . . . _ - ^

In Act n we see Brutus take a leading role. Use the web below to construct a picture of Brutus's
character. In each oval, write quotations and lines from the play that reveal what he is like. These
may include B.rutus's,.ow:n .\vords> and actions, as well as the, words and actions of others.

His Own Actions Mis Own Words

1
£

Ig
g

1. What does Brutus's soliloquy at the opening of Act n reveal about his character?

2. At this point in the play, whom do you consider the play's hero? Who is the villain? Why?
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Elizabethan English

BRUTUS: Peace! count the clock.
CASSIUS: The clock hath stricken three. —Act II, Scene 1, line 192

When you read these lines, you know you are not reading words that you or your friends would
use. To update Shakespeare's lines, you might write something like this:

BRUTUS: Shh, listen to the chimes.
CASSIUS: The clock has struck three.

Spoken language is a living thing; it changes with the times. New words are added; old words are
dropped from our vocabulary. The uses and meanings of words also change, and even the way we
order words in sentences shifts over time. When we read Shakespeare, we sometimes feel as if we
need to translate his English into our English—and to a certain extent, we do. Consider these
examples of how Shakespeare's English differs from our own.

EXAMPLE: "O Rome, I make thee promise"—Act n, Scene 1, line 56

Thee is not used in conversation today; instead of thee, we say you. We might say "I'll make you a
promise" (adding the article a that is absent in Shakespeare's verse) or "I promise you."

EXAMPLE: "Sir, March is wasted fifteen days."—Act n, Scene 1, line 59

The verb to waste has a different meaning here; the speaker simply means that fifteen days have
passed.

EXAMPLE: "That by no means I may discover them / By any mark of favor."
—Act n, Scene 1, lines 75-76

Here Shakespeare shortens what for us would be a longer phrase—we might say "discover who
they are."

EXAMPLE: "And therefore .think him as a serpent's egg"—Act II, Scene 1, line 32

A word has been omitted here. We would say "think o/him... ."

EXAMPLE: ".. . and to steel with valor / The melting spirits . . ."—Act II, Scene 1, lines 121-122

Here Shakespeare uses a noun, steel, as a verb.

Understanding Shakespeare's Language
Answer each of the questions below by reading the specified lines in Act II and any side notes that
might apply. Sometimes it will help to read additional text before and after the specified lines in
order to gather meaning from context.

1. In Scene 1, line 51, what does the verb piece mean?

2. In Scene 1, line 116, how is Shakespeare's word order different from what you would expect?
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3. In Scene 1, line 117, what does the word hence mean? .

4. hi line 141 of Scene 1, what would you say instead of sound htm?.

5. What word would you use in place of else in line 154 of Scene 1, and how would the word

order of that question be different today?

6. In line 223 of Scene 1, what words has Shakespeare left out?

7. In line 235 of Scene 1, what verb would replace to commit today?.

8. hi lines 275-276, what does Portia mean when she says had resort to you?

9- How would you express Calphurnia's second question in line 8 of Scene 2?.

10. What verb is left out of line 10 in Scene 2?

11. What noun is used as a verb in line 27 of Scene 2?

How would you say that line today?

12. hi line 75 of Scene 2, what does'stays mean?

How might the line be rewritten so that it sounds more modern?.

13- How would you say "have an eye to" as it is used in line 2 of Scene 3?

14. How do you interpret the meaning of the verb press in line 15 of Scene 4?

15- How would you translate the question in line 23 of Scene 4 into modern English?
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